PMWL Intern Research Result

Making Vulnerable Investment Projects Climate Resilient
New resource related to dealing with climate change added to PMWL

Resource provided by Ömer Berkay Dağli
9 March 2018 – Southampton, UK – Access to a new resource has been added to the
PM World Library on the subject of solving global problems. The new resource is titled
“Guidelines for Project Managers: Making Vulnerable Investments Climate
Resilient” and is a 2009 guideline prepared by European Commission.
This EC report was aimed at helping project managers understand the steps they can
take to make investment projects more resilient to climate variability and change.
Guidelines were intended to minimise climate change-related loss to public, private and
combined public/private investments, leading to more robust investment projects and,
ultimately, more resilient economies. They were prepared to help managers to improve
the success of investment projects and ensure their long-term sustainability. On the
other hand, by using these Guidelines, project managers can also demonstrate to
project sponsors that climate resilience has been considered.
To access this report, go to the Solving Global Problems section of the library at
https://pmworldlibrary.net/solving-global-problems/ scroll down and click on “Dealing
with Climate Change”. Must be registered and logged in as Free Trial, Professional or
Scholar member to access.
This new resource provided through the PMWL university research internship program;
to learn more, click here

For PMWL Post
Guidelines for Project Managers: Making vulnerable investments climate resilient
- A 2009 guideline prepared by the European Commission. Guidelines were intended to
minimise climate change related losses to public, private and combined public/private
investments, leading to more robust investment projects and, ultimately, more resilient
economies. They have been provided to help managers to improve the success of
investment projects and ensure their long-term sustainability. To read paper, click here.
(Dağli)
For more, go to: http://climate-adapt.eea.europa.eu/metadata/guidances/non-paperguidelines-for-project-managers-making-vulnerable-investments-climateresilient/guidelines-for-project-managers.pdf
Where to post in the library: https://pmworldlibrary.net/dealing-with-climate-change/

